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Q: What is an organization?

An organization is a collection of 
AWS accounts that you can 
organize into a hierarchy and 
manage centrally.

Q: What is an AWS account?

An AWS account is a container for 
your AWS resources. You create 
and manage your AWS resources 
in an AWS account, and the AWS 
account provides administrative 
capabilities for access and billing.

Key Concepts



How do I audit my configurations?

How will I know if 
someone changes 
the configuration?

How can I apply a 
change to all of my 

accounts?

Is my configuration 
consistent?

You or a technical person you 
love may have asked yourself… 





AWS Control Tower offers a 
straightforward way to set up and govern 

an AWS multi-account environment, 

following prescriptive best practices. 

AWS Control Tower orchestrates the 

capabilities of several other AWS 
services, including AWS Organizations, 

AWS Service Catalog, and AWS IAM 

Identity Center. AWS Control Tower 

orchestration extends the capabilities of 

AWS Organizations. 

AWS Control Tower



Our Organizational Model
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HashiCorp Terraform

HashiCorp Terraform is an infrastructure as code tool that lets you 
define both cloud and on-prem resources in human-readable 

configuration files that you can version, reuse, and share

You can then use a consistent workflow to provision and manage all of your 
infrastructure throughout its lifecycle. Terraform can manage low-level 

components like compute, storage, and networking resources, as well as high-
level components like DNS entries and SaaS features.
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1 Create Account Email Address and 
User Groups for SSO

2 Add Email Address, Account Name and 
OU to accounts.csv file and run Terraform

Create New Accounts Quickly



Create New Accounts Quickly
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2 Add Email Address, Account Name and 
OU to accounts.csv file and run Terraform
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3 Register with Control Tower

4 Add Account Number to main.tf and 
run Terrafom

Create New Accounts Quickly



Quickly New Account
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44 Add Account Number to main.tf and 
run Terrafom



Change Management Made Easy

Infrastructure as code allows for peer 
reviews before merging the branch of 
code into main

It also ensures that everyone is running 
the same code when making 

infrastructure changes.



What happens when we need to roll out a change 
to all of our accounts?

Update Modules
Terraform Plan 

& Apply
Push and Merge         

to team code repo1 2 3



Tracking 
Changes 

to 
Infrastructure 

With
Daily Update



Reusable Custom Modules

Service Account User - AWS IAM User 
with secret stored in AWS Secrets 
Manager

S3 Bucket - Best practice settings 
applied for replication, backup, and 
security

VPC - AWS VPC with private and public 
subnets, route tables, security groups, 
etc
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about cloud. She empowers researchers to use the cloud as a tool to enable their 
research and make changes in the world around us.
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their unique perspectives to the ever-evolving tech landscape.


